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Category $Variance %Variance

Inpatient 
Hospital 13,498,080 -31%

Outpatient 
Hospital 2,751,871 -35%

Physician/
Practitioner 3,228,981 -30%

Dental 8,163,208 -26%

All Other 870,755 -13%

Lower FFS utilization due to COVID

Category $Variance %Variance

Inpatient 
Hospital 11,257,286 -22%

Outpatient 
Hospital 5,685,612 -47%

Physician/
Practitioner 2,191,110 -28%

Dental 2,753,260 -48%

All Other 244,202 -24%
Clinic Services 369,453 -21%

MEDICAID EXPANSIONBASE MEDICAID
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Category $Variance %Variance

Pharmacy 359,504 -16%

Mental Health  
Case Mgmt 42,325 -13%

Mental Health 
Rehabilitative 446,912 -25%

Early 
Intervention 638,480 -19%

Nursing
Facility 4,303,262 -18%

Lower FFS utilization due to MOE 
continuous coverage in MCO

Category $Variance %Variance

Pharmacy 572,615 -31%

Behavioral Health 
& Rehabilitative 

Services
5,662,551 -83%

Long-Term Care 
Services 

(NF/PACE/HCBS)
900,980 -17%

MEDICAID EXPANSIONBASE MEDICAID
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Category $Variance %Variance

Transportation 3,939,033 -47%

Hospital 
Payments 16,160,435 -21%

Supplemental 
Rate 

Assessment 
Payment

116,360,754 -43%

Payment Timing

Category $Variance %Variance

Transportation 85,066 -12%

Hospital 
Payments (1,208,953) 81%

Supplemental 
Rate 

Assessment 
Payment

(59,865,182) 84%

MEDICAID EXPANSIONBASE MEDICAID
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Category $Variance %Variance

Managed Care 112,280,358 -10%

Managed Care Pharmacy 
Rebates (169,841,548) 104%

Medicare Premium Part D 19,003,350 -41%

Mental Health Rehabilitative 
Services (1,592,979) 33%

All Other

BASE MEDICAID
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MCO UPDATES – FALL 2020 

• End of Year for Health Plans: 

 Reminder, MCOs follow calendar year budget, therefore this is the last quarter for 
them to reconcile finances, develop budgets for next year, and submit accurate 
BOI reports

• Merger Updates: 

 Sentara/VA Premier – 80% of VA Premier is now owned by Sentara Health System 
– they operate as separate organizations        

 Molina/Magellan – BOI has approved merger – name changes and operational 
changes will occur next year

• Open Enrollment: 

 Begins in November and affects health plans, Cover VA, and members in the 
Exchange, Medicare, CCC Plus, Expansion

 Plans typically offer new enhanced benefits for comparison charts

• Readmission and ER Triage: 

 Lawsuit against agency has been dismissed 

 Both fee-for-service and the MCOs have implemented the operational changes
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MCO UPDATES – FALL 2020 

• Appeals Process: 

 DeNovo change effective October 15, 2020

 Process will allow members to bring new documentation to be reviewed up to the date of the 
appeal hearing

• Directed Payments: 

 Medallion 4.0 directed payments released for primary care providers

 DMAS is monitoring the utilization and reimbursements 

• Studies: 

 High Dollar Drugs – will be released soon - required by General Assembly to assess policies, 
procedures, reimbursement methods related to fast track drugs and emerging break-through 
technologies

 Employment Assistance – study completed including information on the Workforce Data Trust 
and Referral Portal

 Doulas – workgroup to review and make recommendations regarding doula benefit and rates 
for pregnant women covered by Medicaid

• Increasing Flu Immunizations

 Partnering with the MCOs to determine their activities around flu vaccines

 Working with VDH and MCOs on efforts/campaign to increase flu vaccines
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COMPLEX CARE

• PPE: 

 Employers of Record for consumer-directed members can order masks, 
hand sanitizer and gloves at no cost through an online system developed 
with CARES Act funding

• Retainer Payments: 

 DMAS and MCOs provided retainer payments for Adult Day Health 
Centers and Day Support providers (March 13, 2020 – July 31, 2020)

• Civil Monetary Penalty Reinvestment:

 Funds are available to Nursing Facilities to reduce the risk of COVID-19 
transmission during in person visitation (up to $3000 for 
tents, plexiglass or dividers)

• EVV: 

 As of September 1, 2020, Electronic Visit Verification data elements are 
required for agency-directed personal care, respite and companion 
services claims
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 2020 Appropriations Act Directives 

 Project Cardinal Value Proposition

 Next Steps: High-level Work Plan 

 Key Focus Areas – Programmatic and Contractual Changes

 Implementation First Steps
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Background: Virginia

• Consistent with national trends, capitated managed care is the dominant 
delivery system in Virginia.

• As of August 2020, Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) cover nearly 1.5 
million Medicaid lives (1,234,634 Medallion 4.0 and 260,228 CCC Plus 
members).

• Virginia’s managed care system started in the 1990s, primarily serving 
pregnant women, children, low-income adults, and non-dual aged, blind, 
and disabled (ABD) individuals.  Early programs excluded community 
behavioral health and long term services and supports. The CCC Plus 
program was implemented in summer 2017.

• Over the course of the last 25 years, DMAS has worked to incrementally 
expand managed care to new geographical areas and new populations, with 
over 90% of Medicaid members currently served through managed care.  
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Appropriations Act Language

HB 30 (Chapter 1289) Item 313.E.8: “The Department of Medical Assistance Services shall 
develop a plan to merge the Commonwealth Coordinated Care Plus and Medallion 4.0 programs. 
The department shall submit the plan with a feasible timeline for such a merger to the Governor 
and the Chairs of the House Appropriations and Senate Finance and Appropriations Committees 
by November 15, 2020.”

The 2020 Appropriations Act also includes a requirement for a report on the costs and benefits 
of combining the medical loss ratios (MLRs) and underwriting gain provisions (Item 313.E.7):
“The department shall conduct an analysis and report on the costs and benefits to amending the 
Commonwealth Coordinated Care Plus and Medallion 4.0 contracts to combine any applicable 
medical loss ratios and underwriting gain provisions to ensure uniformity in the applicability of 
those provisions to the Joint Subcommittee for Health and Human Resources Oversight. The 
report shall be completed by November 15, 2020.”
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Project Cardinal: Value Proposition

• The ultimate goal of Project Cardinal is to effectuate a single, streamlined managed care program 
that links seamlessly with our fee-for-service program, ensuring an efficient and well-coordinated 
Virginia Medicaid delivery system that provides high-quality care to our members and adds value for 
our providers and the Commonwealth

 Adds value for members

 Moving to one managed care delivery system streamlines the process for members, eliminating the need for unnecessary 
transitions between the two managed care systems, avoids confusion for members with family members in both programs, and 
drives equity in a fully integrated, well-coordinated system of care

 Allows for improved continuous care management and quality oversight based on population-specific needs 

 Adds value for providers

 Streamlines the contracting, credentialing, and billing processes for providers

 Adds value for DMAS, its MCOs and the Commonwealth

 Merges the two managed care contracts, two managed care waivers, and streamlines the rate development and CMS 
approval processes. Moving to one streamlined contract, and combining our internal processes for contract oversight, will 
allow DMAS to operate with greater efficiency and effectiveness and provides enhanced opportunity for value-based payment 
activities to promote enhanced health outcomes
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Next Steps - High-Level Work Plan: “Project Cardinal”
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Develop the Plan

Research and information gathering

Working with DMAS executive leadership to 
develop overarching vision and feasible, phased 
milestones for implementation

Commence review of our current managed care 
contracts, 1915(b)/(c) waivers, and regulations to 
identify ways to combine and streamline them

High-level analysis of impact of combining 
programs on our IT systems, MCOs and other 
contractors and stakeholders

Development of budget request

Phased Implementation

Phased implementation of the plan based on 
report findings, with required legislative and 
budget support from Administration/GA

Input and engagement from key stakeholders 
throughout the process

July 2020 – November 2020 Implementation of Combined 
Program: July 2022 (proposed) 

Additional changes, such as improvements to managed care 
enrollment, will be made at MES go-live.



Key Focus Areas: Programmatic and Contractual Changes

• Align MCO administrative tasks, such as reporting requirements and compliance and oversight 
responsibilities

• Strategic alignment for care management and models of care

 Maintain high-touch care coordination, assessments, and interdisciplinary care planning for vulnerable/complex 
populations based on member need 

• Streamline managed care enrollment at initial enrollment, open enrollment and renewal

 Leverage upcoming systems updates and procurements to expedite initial managed care enrollment, keep eligible 
members enrolled with the health plan of their choice, and avoid disruptions in care management

• Streamline benefit enrollment for all populations

 Transition FAMIS to enhanced match Medicaid group to ensure seamless merging of program benefits

• Implement MCO and provider-level quality and value based purchasing contract requirements that 
incentivize appropriate member health and program cost outcomes

• Set rates based on population characteristics as opposed to program
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Implementation First Steps

Alignment of programs requires an upfront investment in order to improve the efficiency 
and value of the program

1. Funding for appropriate organizational structure
 In order to keep pace with evolving Medicaid program changes, ensure proper oversight, and to forge ahead 

with value-driven payment initiatives, additional staffing will be required

2. IT system changes
 Internal systems will need to be updated to effectuate the planned programmatic and contractual changes
 Funds will also be required for updates to MCO systems, enrollment broker systems, and other vendors to 

combine and align contracts and processes

3. Communication materials
 Member materials will need to be updated to reflect the single program, as well as other communication 

materials necessary to prepare providers and other key stakeholders for changes to the program

4. Medical costs associated with aligning contract requirements 
 As contracts are aligned and benefits updated by population, shifts in utilization and expenditures may occur
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APPENDIX
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CCC Plus
2017 – 2018 

• Maintains coordinated/ 
integrated model of care; 
MCOs operate as D-SNP

• Statewide, with mandatory 
participation; achieves 
greater stability/ mitigates 
coverage gaps

• Serves all dual and non-
dual aged, blind, disabled 
(ABD), including ABD from 
Medallion

• Includes community 
behavioral health (BH), 
addiction and recovery 
treatment services (ARTS), 
Common core formulary 
(CCF) and Emergency 
Department Care 
Coordination 

• Satisfied MIRC phase 3 on 
legislative path to 
Medicaid Expansion

• Maintains Medallion 
3.0 best practices and 
MIRC reform 
initiatives

• Includes new 
populations & 
services, 

• Aligns with CCC Plus 
for ARTS, CCF, BH and 
ED Care Coordination 
system

• Same 6 health plans 
and regions as CCC 
Plus

• Having statewide 
managed care system 
helped to ensure 
preparedness for 
Medicaid Expansion

2017-2018

Commonwealth Coordinated Care MedEx, Refine & Align
2018-2019 

• Jan 1, 2019 - Phased 
in the MedEx 
population; including 
the Governor’s 
Access Plan (GAP) for 
seriously mentally ill 
(SMI)

• Complex MedEx 
individuals (including 
former GAP) served 
through CCC Plus, 
non-complex served 
through Medallion

• Continued to refine 
the programs and 
correct post start-up 
issues, including 
behavioral health

• Continued Medallion 
4.0/CCC Plus 
alignment work

Medallion 4.0  

Managed Care Expansion Timeline: 1993 - 2019 
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1993 – 2013

PCCM, Options, and Medallion II 

• 1993 -Medallion primary care case 
management (PCCM), fee-for-service 
(FFS) medical home payment model

• 1995 -Options; MCO capitated payment 
model, optional enrollment, 

• 1996 -Medallion II;  Virginia’s first 
mandatory, fully-capitated MCO 
program; phased geographically:  

• 1996 -2000 – Tidewater, Central regions 
• 2001 -2005 – Charlottesville, Roanoke and 

Northern regions (PCCM in some rural areas) 
2007 – Lynchburg and surrounding areas

• 2009 – Recession; MCOs exit some regions 
• 2012 – Medallion II operates statewide

• 2007 -Health & Acute Care Program; 
MCO covered acute services; FFS 
covered waiver services

• 2011-Foster Care/Adoption Assistance 
Pilot; began in City of Richmond

• 2013 -Medicaid Innovation Reform 
Commission (MIRC); 3 phases of 
reforms on legislative pathway to 
Medicaid Expansion

2014 - 2017

• CCC tested managed care 
delivery for long term 
services and supports (LTSS);

• MIRC Phase I Reform 
initiative;

• Three-year demonstration; 
operated under a 3-way 
contract with DMAS, CMS, 
and 3 CCC MCOs;

• Served approximately 30k 
dually eligible adults (on 
annual average)

• Fully-integrated model with 
care coordination, including 
LTSS and community 
behavioral health, proven as 
effective for LTSS 
populations;

• Voluntary nature promoted 
excessive churn and led to 
increased service gaps and 
administrative burden  



Work Plan Overview: Project Cardinal Report
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Strategic Planning, Research and Analysis

• Define areas of opportunity across delivery systems (including FFS) and understand dependencies/constraints for moving forward with combining the programs 

ELT Vision Development and Determining Overarching Programmatic Changes 

• Including but not limited to establishing feasible implementation timeline, vision for fee-for-service/potential changes to MCO enrollment, branding/program name changes

Contract Analysis 

• Analyze both contracts and conduct best practices research to determine process and components of combined managed care contract (will include input from key SMEs across DMAS)

Waiver Analysis

• Identify process and components of combining waivers, also conduct analysis of pros and cons of effectuating managed care through waivers vs. SPA

Regulatory Analysis

• Review managed care regs to flag areas that may need to be updated/changed to support combined program

Organizational/Staffing Changes

• Determine what organizational structure would best support the program and identify any proposed changes, including phasing

IT Systems Changes Analysis

• Identify high-level systems changes needed to support the combined program and determine feasible implementation timeline and cost

MCO Rate Development and Other Financial Analysis

• Determine what changes will be needed to rates/rate setting process, MLR, underwriting gain, quality withholds, etc. (link with 313.E.7 Report)

Analysis of Impacts to Other Vendors and Other DMAS Processes

• Understand impact of changes on other vendors (e.g., Maximus, HSAG, DMW, others) and other DMAS divisions/processes 

Communications and Stakeholder Engagement Plan

• Establish list of public-facing communications that will need to be updated (e.g., websites, letters, etc.), create stakeholder list/high-level comms plan for implementation, assist ELT 
with key stakeholder engagement during planning phase
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